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Research Questions

- How do firm/establishment dynamics (entry, exit, lifecycle growth) evolve over long
time periods?
- This paper: use long-time consistent survey to study the experience of post-war
Japan.
- What are the main drivers of long-run market dynamics?
- This paper: use a canonical firm dynamics model to test various theories on the
observed evolution of post-war Japan establishment dynamics.
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Motivation
- Market dynamism is important for economic development and efficiency
- Endogenous growth from creative destruction: new good, new market, new technology,
and new organization often come with new entrants
- Resource reallocation from less efficient firms to more efficient ones
- Keep the market competitive

- Knowing its long-run evolution is important for understanding market dynamism
- The long time history helps to infer the most important drivers in the long-run
- Business units are just like human beings, i.e. they get birth, grow, age, and die. Thus to
understand the business population today, one need to understand how they enter,
expand, extract, and exit in their historical path
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Motivation (con’t)

- There is a recent hot debate on the declining business dynamism in the U.S.
economy. In comparison we know little about the trends in other countries, which
might have some similar trends predated
- The literature has documented that in Japan, the entry rate is relatively low and the
firm size is relatively small (compared to US), but we know little about their
evolution, where the answer might hide
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Data Source and Definition
- Establishment Census in Japan:
- All private establishments in non-agriculture sectors since 1951 to 2006, conducted
every 3 or 5 years (Manually collect data before 1980s)
- Aggregate statistics on establishment number and employment in various categories
- Age-related statistics in 1957 and since 1969, where the age of an establishment is
defined as the year passed since it operated its present business in the present physical
location

- Focus on incorporated establishments ("Employers")
- i.e. excluding establishments of individual proprietorship ("Nonemployers")
- "Nonemployers" are different from "Employers" in many ways, and most importantly,
"Nonemployers" barely grow (i.e. "subsistence entrepreneurs", Schoar (2010))

- Establishments are different from firms, but not too much
- Over 80% of the firms are single-establishment firm
- One can think about market dynamism more naturally at establishment level
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Fact 1: Long-Run Decline in Entry Rate

- Entry rate (= Age 1 est. mass / total
mass) declined about 3.5 percent
points from 1969 to 2006
- This steady decline starts since
around late 1950s if not earlier!
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Declining Entry Rate by Industry

- This decline is pervasive across all
sectors and industries
- This decline is also shown in firm
statistics firm entry rate
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Low and Stagnated Exit Rate
- Calculated based on entry rate
- Declined before 1970 but then
stagnated at very low level (2% per
year) thereafter until the end of
1990s
- Decreasing entry rate could
contribute to this low exit level since
young establishments are more
likely to exit
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One Natural Result is The Aging of Businesses in Japan

- A nature result of declining entry
and low exit rate is the decreasing
share of the young business units in
the economy and aging of the
establishment population in Japan
- In 2001, nearly 35% of the
employees in Japan work at an
establishment of 27+ years old
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Fact 2: Shrinking Establishment Size

- Average establishment size declined
over 30% in 1960s and 1970s
- Structural transformation from
Manufacturing to Service?
Decomposition analysis at 2-digit
industries shows that about 68% of
the decline is within industry
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Average Size Declines Diverge by Industry

- Manufacturing and Construction
industries decline the first (since
early 1960s) and the most
- Wholesale&Retail and Service sector
seems to be more resilient to this
decline, and recovered since 1980s.
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Average Size Decline Diverges by Age
- Before 1980, the average size
declines in most age groups
- However since 1980, the average
size of the young establishments
began to recover, while elder ones
kept declining in census

By Industry

- Note that the change of the average
size of an age group over time
depends on two dimensions: initial
level and life cycle growth
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Fact 3: Birth Cohort Effect on Life Cycle Growth
- Growth of a cohort mainly occurs
when young, and nearly stops after
around age 20 ( cross-country comparison )
- Life-cycle growth of a certain entry
cohort (conditional on surviving) is
correlated with its average size at
birth, i.e. no convergence or catchup

Note: imputed from

avg. size-age correlation

- In addition, the early-life growth is
higher in early years and flattened
since 1990s
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Birth Cohort Effect Also Diverges by Industry

- With large difference in average
entrant size over time in
Manufacturing and Construction,
we see clear birth cohort effect
- In Wholesale&Retail and Service
sector, it seems that the life cycle
growth paths are more likely to
converge despite the time-variant
average entry size
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Life Cycle Growth of Early Cohorts

- Using the same imputation method,
we can confirm the non-converged
life cycle growth even for cohorts
born in 1960s and even before

By Industry

- Moreover, we can confirm that the
forces that led to the decline in avg.
size in 1960s and 1970s also
affected the elder groups,
generating average size decline for
even aging establishments
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Conjectured Average Entrant Size in Early Periods

- Apply the average life-cycle growth
of the birth cohorts in 1969-1981 to
the average size of old groups in
census after 1981, we back out the
average entry size in early periods
when no age data exist
- Just like the trend of average size,
the average entry size saw a turning
point in around 1960
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Implication 1: Persistent Decline in Market Dynamism in Japan
- The persistent decline in establishment entry rate over most periods of the post-war
Japan implies the possibility of one fundamental driver
- This long-run driver works since early period, persists over the whole periods of
post-war Japan, and is thus likely irrelevant with short-term economic conditions
- Financial constraint, which is often the focus of the literature of entrepreneurship and of
the policy, is thus unlikely to be the key deriver here

- It might be somehow surprising that this decline largely smoothed since the middle
of 1990s, along with a corresponding increase in the exit rate
- These evidences, combined with recovered average entrant size since 1980s, go counter
with the arguments of "zombie firms" or malfunction of market selection in 1990s.
- In other words, the lost decade didn’t see a lost of market dynamism but a recovery!
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Implication 2: The Puzzle of The Establishment Size Decline
- There were some forces that make the average size of both young and old
establishments fall between 1960 and 1980
- These forces disappeared since 1980s and the entrant size recovered
- The effect varies across different industries, strongest in manufacturing and construction

- This evolution of average establishment size in Japan asks for rethinking about the
relationship between economic development and establishment size
- The literature suggests a positive relationship between development and average
establishment size potentially (e.g. Bento and Restuccia, 2017; Poschke, 2018; Akcigit
et al., 2021)
- Although cross-sectional relationship holds in general, our finding suggest that a simple
monotone relationship between development and firm size does not necessarily hold
and country- or period-specific factors may be important
- Another similar case reported in OECD countries: Portugal 1980-2010 (Braguinsky
et al., 2011). Different from here: in Portugal, there are also increase in non-employer
firms observed in the same period
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Implication 3: History Matters Through Cohort Life Cycle Growth
- The average size decline for entrants between 1960 and 1980 has a feedback effect
over time through the birth cohort effect of life cycle growth, which thus persistently
affects Japanese economic aggregates even after 1980s.
- The stagnation in the average size of overall establishments, despite of the increase in
entrant size, is due to the downward-shifted life cycle growth of early cohorts
- This negative impact is especially large given the low firm dynamics in Japan. Not only
more aging businesses, but also likely more inefficient businesses.
- Thus history matters for market dynamics, establishment demographics and aggregate
productivity. To understand why firms are small and inefficient in Japan now, one needs
to understand what happened when they are born

- Sedláček and Sterk (2017) documents a similar feature in the U.S. data that firm
lifecycle growth depends on business cycle at entry. However here we show a
long-term persistent case.
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Why Declined Firm Dynamism?
- Traditional explanations:
- Increased entry cost
- Decreased exit value
- Decreased fixed cost for operation

- Karahan et al. (2019), Hopenhayn et al. (2020): exogenous decline in the labor force
growth rate
˙ − n̄˙
˙ = L̇ + Exit
- Entry

- The idea is really simple and mechanical: if labor supply is inelastic, given the
incumbent’s labor demand (and a competitive labor market), someone must become
entrepreneurs and hire the rest of the labor force to clear the labor market
- The labor force growth rate for non-primary sectors in Japan did decline since late
1950s labor growth rate
- As the exit rate and average employment are endogenous, there are also feedback effects

- We examine these potential drivers by using a benchmark firm dynamics model
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Model Setting
- We use the canonical Hopenhyan-style firm dynamic model as our benchmark
- πt (st , nt , wt ) = st nθt − wt nt − wt cf

!
"
- V (st , wt ) = maxnt πt (st , nt , wt ) + β maxX∈{0,1} EV (st+1 , wt+1 |st ) , 0
"
! #
- s̄t = inf s #EV (st+1 , wt+1 |st ) ! V x (optimal exit)
$
- V e (wt ) = V (s, wt ) dGt (s) − ce (free entry)

- Putting this model to the balanced growth path, we have
$!

- labor market clearing:

"
n(s, w∗ ) + cf dµ̃∗ (s) = 1

- law of motion$$
on the productivity distribution:
$
µ̃∗ (A) = 1+1 η s′ ∈A,s≥s̄∗ dF (s′ |s)dµ̃∗ (s) + m̃∗ s′ ∈A dG(s′ )

- Hopenhayn et al. (2020) proves that in this kind of model, there exists an equilibrium
with steady aggregate-state in the transitional path due to evolving labor supply
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Benchmark Model: Calibrating to Period Average
- Calibrate our benchmark model
parameters to the average firm statistics
over the period of 1969-2006 and the
average life cycle growth of 1969-1981
- We assign an average labor supply
growth rate of 2% thus the model exit
rate in BGP is higher than data
- The average size derived from model is
a little deviated from the data, but the
life cycle growth and share distribution
is well matched

Moments

Data

Model

Entry rate, %
Exit rate, %
Average establishment size
Average entrant size
Average life-cycle growth rate, %
(conditional on survival)
Age 1-10
Age 1-20
Age 1-26
Number share by size, %
Employment 1-9
Employment 10-29
Employment 30-99
Employment 100+
Number share of entrant by size, %
Employment 1-9
Employment 10-29
Employment 30-99
Employment 100+

5.76
2.56
17.57
12.63

5.62
3.62
16.82
13.57

Target

21.65
30.17
31.98

21.88
29.72
32.32

Target
Target

61.64
27.14
9.03
2.16

63.86
25.13
8.76
2.25

Target

67.98
24.21
6.55
1.19

67.40
23.66
7.53
1.41

Target

Target
Target
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Benchmark Model: Life Cycle Growth and Survival
- The benchmark model simulates a
life cycle growth similar to the early
period of the data. The model
growth would be higher in elder
period because the evolution of
productivity (AR1) in model is
non-decreasing in expectation
- The survival curve shows that in our
model around 50% of the entrants
can survive for 20 years
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Declining Labor Force Can Drive Long-Run Entry Decline

- By feeding the labor force growth
into our benchmark model, it
generate the entry rate decline in
the transition path qualitatively, at
least in the long-run
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Declining Labor Force Can Drive Long-Run Entry Decline

- By feeding the labor force growth
into our benchmark model, it
generate the entry rate decline in
the transition path qualitatively, at
least in the long-run
- Quantitatively, the labor force
growth decline can account for at
least 2.4 percent points in the 3.5
percent points entry rate decline
between 1969 and 2006
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Declining Labor Force Can Drive Long-Run Entry Decline
- However, the simulated entry rate is
almost fully driven by the changes in
labor force growth rate
- In theory, a decline in entry rate
would lower the exit rate and
enlarge the average size due to the
change in age composition
- These changes, through incumbent
firms’ labor demand, would
generate the feedback effects further
the entry rate over time. But we
don’t see these effects here
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Feedback Effect Is Weak And At Odds With Data
- In our empirical case, due to the
fairly low exit rate and the fairly low
life cycle growth in Japan, these
feedback effects are very weak.
- Also these potential effects cannot
qualitatively explain the changes of
exit rate and average size in the data
- There is also no effect on entry size
and life cycle growth.
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Tranditional Explanations For Entry Decline
- Change entry cost, exit value, and fixed costs individually such that the model
produces 2.2 percent points entry rate decline (as η decline from 2% to 0%)
η, %
ce
Vx
cf
w∗
x̄∗
Entry Rate, %
Exit Rate, %
Avg. Entry Size
Avg. Entry Size (after exit)
Avg. Est. Size
LifeCycle Growth Rate 10y, %
LifeCycle Growth Rate 20y, %

Benchmark

Labor Growth

Entry Cost

Exit Value

Fixed Cost

2.00
76.05
0.00
2.12
0.98
1.32
5.62
3.62
13.57
14.89
16.82
21.88
29.72

0.00
0.98
1.32
3.43
3.43
13.57
14.89
17.31
21.88
29.72

136.05
0.78
0.82
3.41
1.41
23.49
23.84
21.61
-2.51
-7.71

-20.79
0.95
0.82
3.41
1.41
14.68
14.89
13.58
-2.36
-7.25

0.86
1.09
0.82
3.41
1.41
9.46
9.61
8.71
-2.51
-7.71

- Entry cost needs to double for a 2.2% entry rate decline. Price effect dominates and
raises both entry and average size.
- For the case of exit value decline, weakened selection effects lower the average size for
incumbents but has little effect on entry size, generating negative lifecycle growth.
- Results of fixed cost decline are a combination of higher wage and lower selection
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Combined Labor Force Decline With Traditional Explanations
- Combined a decline in labor force growth rate with change in entry cost, exit value,
and fixed costs that leads to further 1 percent points entry rate decline
η, %
ce
Vx
cf
w∗
x̄∗
Entry Rate, %
Exit Rate, %
Avg. Entry Size
Avg. Entry Size (after exit)
Avg. Est. Size
LifeCycle Growth Rate 10y, %
LifeCycle Growth Rate 20y, %

Benchmark

Labor Growth

Entry Cost

Exit Value

Fixed Cost

2.00
76.05
0.00
2.12
0.98
1.32
5.62
3.62
13.57
14.89
16.82
21.88
29.72

0.00
0.98
1.32
3.43
3.43
13.57
14.89
17.31
21.88
29.72

0.00
99.88
0.89
1.09
2.46
2.46
17.29
18.15
18.98
9.01
10.68

0.00
-10.35
0.96
1.09
2.46
2.46
14.22
14.90
15.57
8.74
10.36

0.00
1.39
1.03
1.09
2.46
2.46
11.30
11.86
12.40
9.01
10.68

- Now all 3 cases generate moderate decline in lifecycle growth
- The case of fixed cost decline also well fits a decline in both entrant and overall average
size
- However robust? And the nature of the fixed cost is quite abstract, which mainly implies
a cost decline in the operation of the young establishments.
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Why Declined Establishment Size and Life Cycle Growth?

- Misallocation literature: factor (labor) allocation distortions
- Size-correlated labor costs: assume a labor wage tax which is dependent on
) = sγi , where γi > 0 is the elasticity of wage distortion with
productivity, (1 + τw
i
respect to productivity.
- Adjustment (firing) costs: Φ (nt , nt−1 ) = τa · max {0, nt−1 − nt }

- Firm lifecycle literature: initial investment
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Size-Correlated Labor Tax
- Simulate different γ values to get different wage gaps between small and larger
establishment

w∗
w min
w max
w max / w min
x̄∗
Entry Rate, %
Exit Rate, %
Avg. Entry Size
Avg. Est. Size
LifeCycle Growth Rate 10y, %
LifeCycle Growth Rate 20y, %

Benchmark

γ=0.04

γ=0.07

γ=0.12

γ=0.20

0.98
0.98
0.98
1.00
1.32
5.62
3.62
13.57
16.82
21.88
29.72

0.92
0.83
1.04
1.25
1.26
5.29
3.29
13.59
16.07
16.77
22.31

0.87
0.72
1.09
1.50
1.20
4.99
2.99
13.60
15.44
12.53
16.20

0.80
0.58
1.17
2.00
1.12
4.60
2.60
13.63
14.62
7.11
8.40

0.71
0.43
1.30
3.00
0.99
4.06
2.06
13.67
13.55
0.47
-1.18

- With a 2-fold wage gap between the smallest and the largest establishments decreases
average establishment size for about 13%. It has cancelled effects (lower cost for entry
but higher cost for growth) for entry size and thus decrease the life cycle growth.
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Labor Adjustment Costs
- Simulate different values of τa and different type of labor adjustment costs
Benchmark
τa =0.00
w∗
x̄∗ (mean)
Entry Rate, %
Exit Rate, %
Avg. Entry Size
Avg. Est. Size
LifeCycle Growth Rate 10y, %
LifeCycle Growth Rate 20y, %
Job Turnover Rate, %

0.98
1.32
5.62
3.62
13.67
16.93
21.85
29.66
0.47

Firing
τa =0.25 τa =0.50
0.95
1.29
5.45
3.45
11.56
16.51
42.10
50.47
0.29

0.93
1.26
5.29
3.29
10.70
16.34
53.53
61.82
0.24

Full
τa =0.25 τa =0.50
0.92
1.26
5.29
3.29
10.64
16.28
53.74
62.07
0.24

0.88
1.20
5.01
3.01
9.71
15.92
67.03
75.62
0.18

- The entrant has average size decline because they would hire less to avoid an additional
firing cost when exit. However, the average size does not decline much and the life cycle
growth increase significantly in early life time due to wage effect
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Empirical Problems with The Distortion Explanation
- What are exactly these distortions?
- Why appear in 1960s and 1970s and
disappear thereafter?
- Wage inequality across establishment
size groups in manufacturing declines in
early 1960s and doesn’t increase too
much thereafter.
- Distortions not explicitly shown in the
wage data?

Source: Manufacturing Census

- Or other mechanisms that magnify the
effect or distortions?
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Why Declined Establishment Size and Life Cycle Growth?
- Misallocation literature: factor (labor) allocation distortions
- Firm lifecycle literature: initial investment (in progress)
- Bento and Restuccia (2017): size related distortions deter initial productivity
investment and life cycle productivity investment
- Sedláček and Sterk (2017): negative demand shock in business cycle decreases
marketing efficiency and forces entrant to invest less marketing and choose to produce
niche goods with little growth in the future
- Subcontracting
- Labor quality
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Add "Naive" Initial Productivity Investment
- Assume now an entrant can invest in a permanent productivity component a before
realize its productivity draw, with costs ζ(a), which is increasing and convex. The
production function then becomes f (st , nt , a) = ast nθt .
!
- Entry value: V e (wt ) = maxa V (s, wt , a) dGt (s) − ζ(a) − ce . As entrants are pre-entry
identical, all entrants at one period would choose the same investment level.
- However, the problem is that this investment cannot be identified in the model as it
enter the firm’s objective function by exactly the same way as the one of wt and ce .
- If successfully adding this channel, the size related distortions that we have studied
would generate larger impact on average size and life cycle growth
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Alternative Mechanism: Subcontracting
- Increase of subcontracting in post-war
Japan drags down average size of both
entrants and incumbents in 1960-80
and their life-time growth?
- Ratio of subcontractors in
Manufacturing establishments shows a
trend inverse to average size at birth
- Note that this mechanism might be
written as an initial investment channel
Basic Survey
and thus would also magnify the effect Source:
Structure and Activities
of distortions

on Commercial and Manufacturing
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Alternative Mechanism: Labor Quality
- The entrepreneurs and the workers of new entrants come from the labor force who
either newly enter the labor market or exit from last employers (either involuntarily
or voluntarily) and in both cases not attracted by the incumbent firms
- The quality of this labor force pool might affect the initial investment and subsequent
lifecycle growth
- For example, in recession these pool will likely to have more workers from incumbent
firm slacks or shut-downs, who are less capable and less prepared for firm lifecycle
growth
- However a stronger selection in the recession might work in the inverse way
- Another similar idea is that due to the growing popularity of life-time employment in
1960s and 1970s, large firms attract high quality workers and thus lower the quality
of the labor pool available to potential entrants
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Other Potential Explanations on Declined Average Employment

- Changing demand (preference) for variety and niche goods?
- Why 1960-1980?
- Subcontracting can be also seen as a form of producing niche products

- Substitution between capital and labor?
- But labor share in manufacturing doesn’t decline in Japan

- Improvement in the human capital (education level) of new labor force?
- Ignaszak (2020): increased skilled labor increase both capital use and labor use. New
firms employ few workers due to higher wage but grow faster
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Summary
- The reasons behind the low market dynamism and small establishment size in recent
Japan are largely historical
- The main driver of this persistent decline in establishment entry rate is likely to be
the declined labor force growth rate since mid 1950s. Declined fixed costs might also
contribute
- The average establishment employment size in Japan declined in 1960-1980. The
decline in average entrant size affect Japanese firms and economy in later decades
through a birth cohort effect in life cycle growth
- This decline in establishment size cannot be explained by adjustment costs or
size-correlation labor. Alternative mechanisms through initial investment, e.g.
business type choice or startup worker quality, might be required to answer this
puzzle.
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Further Policy Questions
Firm Entry and Labor
- How can the policy improve market dynamism if the labor force growth is the most
important driver behind changes in entry rate?
- This perspective is relevant to general/firm-specific human capital investment and
might be important for stimulating entry in high-tech industries and adoption of
advanced technology
Firm Size and Life Cycle Growth
- Given that initial establishment size is a good sign of allocation or growth, how can
the policy help the new entrants to improve their startline and the economic
aggregates?
- Why is the average life cycle growth in Japan so low comparing to other developed
countries? Selection?
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Appendix
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"Employer" and "Nonemployer"
- Could it be more "nonemployer"
turning to "employer" that drug
down average size?
- Not likely. Because i) These two
groups have similar trend on entry
rate; ii) Nonemployers have more
shares in Wholesale&Retail and
Service sectors, where we see the
least decline in average size; iii)
There are larger initial and on-going
costs for "employer", thus a change
in organization type can be regarded
as a de-facto "entry"
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Firm Entry/Exit Rate

Back
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Exit Rate By Age

Back
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Average Size Trend of Difference Age Groups by Industry
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Correlation Between Average Size and Age

Back
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Life Cyle Growth in Manufacturing (Hsieh & Klenow 2014)

Back
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The Trend of Number Share By Age and Size

Back
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Life Cycle Growth for Age 10 Cohorts

Back
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Life Cycle Growth for Age 20 Cohorts By Industry

Back
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Decomposition of Average Size Change
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Labor Force Growth Rate

Back

Source: Labor Force Survey
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Benchmark Model: Calibrating to Period Average

Back

- Value of β, θ follows the literature; η is the peorid average value from data; and the
others parameters are calibrated jointed
Parameters

Values

Definition

β
θ
η
ce
cf
a
ρ
σ"
µG
σG

0.96
0.64
0.02
76.050
2.123
0.008
0.966
0.181
1.200
0.527

Discounter factor
Labor share ("span of control")
Average labor force growth rate
Entry cost (in unit of product)
Operation cost (in unit of labor)
Drift in AR(1)
Persistence in AR(1)
Std. of AR(1) shocks
Mean of entrant productivity (log normal)
Std. of entrant productivity (log normal)

Calibration
Assigned
Assigned
Assigned
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated
Jointly Calibrated

- Entry cost ce is large in order to pin down the low entry and exit rate in Japan
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